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This book explores how
communities can become
more collaborative in dealing
with the challenges they face.

Researchers, artists, residents
and policymakers explore
global experiences of cocreation for social change.

Gives practical, accessible
guidance on how to gather
evidence of the impact of
projects in the community.

Shows how communities can
harness popular education to
create democratic forms of
social change.

PB £26.99 JUL 2021

PB £26.99 SEP 2020

PB £27.99 JUL 2020

PB £26.99 MAY 2020

Examines the changing
relationship between
communities, citizens and the
notion of the archive.

Explores how to use the
knowledge and creativity of
marginalised citizens in the
design of regulatory systems.

This fully updated 3rd edition
provides new thinking on how
to put theory into action for
students and practitioners.

Fully updated to show how
new forms of community
networking can be harnessed
for social change.

PB £29.99 FEB 2020

PB £27.99 JAN 2020

PB £21.99 JAN 2020

PB £21.99 SEP 2019

Examines how and why arts
and cultural practices are
meaningful to communities.

Looks at how community
development can respond
to populism amid today’s
broad crisis of democracy.

Explores the complexities
of how community
development interacts with
environmental justice.

Examines ethical practice
across varied international
political, ecological and
economic contexts.

PB £26.99 JUL 2021

PB £29.99 DEC 2020

PB £26.99 JUN 2019

PB £26.99 MAY 2019

All books available with 20% discount at policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
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Meet the editor

Our Community Development list looks at the various
practices and systems that support communities to
take control of their lives, services and environments.
Our authors in this list support the active participation
of individuals in their communities, and their rigorous
research and thought-provoking work pushes
existing boundaries of knowledge to re-orient
thinking in the sphere of community development
and facilitate impactful change.
We publish work that makes a difference to policy
and practice whilst responding to the latest issues
and developments in the field. Our books and series
help students in their studies, push forward current
research and assist practitioners in their demanding
day-to-day work.
If you are interested in writing for our Community
Development list, please contact our Commissioning
Editor at: sarah.bird@bristol.ac.uk or visit our
information for authors page to download our
proposal guidelines.

Sarah Bird,
Commissioning
Editor

I have worked in academic publishing,
on and off, for the past twenty years. I
love building relationships with writers,
be they academics or practitioners,
to help turn ideas and passions into
impactful books.

How to order
Order online at policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
or from all good bookshops.
You can also order direct from Marston Book
Services:
e: direct.orders@marston.co.uk
t: +44 (0) 1235 456 500
Our eBooks are available via a range of library
suppliers and individual eBooks are also available
from most major retailers, see our website for more
details.
Policy Press Scholarship Online is our digital
monograph platform in partnership with Oxford
University Press:
policypress.universitypressscholarship.com.

Join our community
Visit bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/signup-bup-pp
to join our mailing list and get a 35% discount on
all our books.
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Policy Press, an imprint of Bristol University Press,
is committed to publishing the highest quality
scholarship in the social sciences and aligned
disciplines. As a not-for-profit university press, our
aim is to publish work that makes an impact in the
world.
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